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Abstract
The microrheology of liquid foams is discussed for two different regimes: static equilibrium
where the capillary number Ca is zero, and the viscous regime where viscosity and surface
tension are impofiant and Ca is finite. The Surface Evolver is used to calculate the equilib-
rium structure of wet Kelvin foams and dry soap froths with random structure, i.e., topological
disorder. The distributions of polyhedra and faces are compared with the experimental data of
Matzke. Simple shearing flow of a random foam under quasistatic conditions is also described.
Viscous phenomena are explored in the context of uniform expansion of 2D and 3D foams at
low Reynolds number. Boundary integral methods are used to calculate the influence of C’a
on the evolution of foam microstructure, which includes bubble shape and the distribution of
liquid between films, Plateau borders, and (in 3D) the nodes where Plateau borders meet. The
rnicromechanical point of view guides the development of structure-property-processing rela-
tionships for foams.

1 Introduction
We are surrounded by foams that maybe liquid or solid, natural or man-made, mundane or eso-
teric. Commercial interests as well as intellectual curiosity continue to drive the development of
foam science and foam technology [1-5]. Many of the ongoing efforts take a micromechanical
point of view to establish theoretical connections between the cell-level structure and constituent
material of foams and their macroscopic behavior [6-8]. This brief report includes examples of
current work on foam micromechanics that are relevant to very different physical systems with
very different mechanical response, such as soap froth and the flexible polyurethane foam that
cushions our seats. Foam geometry provides a unifying theme.

Many solid foams begin life in the fluid state; their structure evolves as gas bubbles grow in
viscous liquids. For example, polymeric and metallic foams undergo various degrees of expan-
sion and shear during processing. Understanding the rheology of these complex fluids in these
complex flows is necessary to design equipment and processes to control the microstructure and
performance of the final cellular solid. The micromechanical approach provides a theoretical
foundation for establishing structure-property-processing relationships that guide the develop-
ment of foamed materials.
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2 Random foams
Ever since the announcement that the Weaire-Phelan foam [9] has less surface area than the

Kelvin cell [10], the ‘foam community’ has embraced the Surface Evolver [1 1]. This computer
program has become the standard for calculating the minimal surfaces in a 3D foam. Ken
Brakke continues to update and freely distribute the Evolver, which is available over the intemet
from http://www.susqu. edu/facstaff/b/brakke/evolver/.

Figure 1: Kelvin cell, Weaire-Phelan foam, random monodisperse soap froth with 125 cells,
and the corresponding open-cell foam.

The Kelvin cell and the dozen or so tetrahedrally close-packed (TCP) foams [12] that in-
clude Weaire-Phelan are useful models, but these highly symmetric structures cannot match the
topological disorder of random foams, as shown in Fig. 1. Matzke revealed this richness in a
classic experimental study [13]. He used an eye dropper to carefully prepare foams that he be-
lieved to be monodisperse and then classified all of the different polyhedra among six hundred
cells from the foam interior. Representative statistics are summarized in Fig. 2. The Kelvin cell
does not have the most common face: a pentagon; and TCP foams do not have quadrilateral
faces, which are also very common.
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Figure 2: Distributions of polyhedra with n faces and polygons with p sides.

The Surface Evolver has been used to compute the microstructure of random monodispme
foams by relaxing Voronoi polyhedra based on random close packing (RCP) of hard spheres.
This process requires many topological transitions before structures that satisfy Plateau’s laws
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are achieved. Typical distributions of polyhedra with n faces and polygons with p sides are

shown in Fig. 2. Matzke found averages of 13.70 faces/cell and 5.124 edges/face. Ten simula-
tions, each involving one thousand cells, produced 13.86 faces/cell and 5.134 edges/face. The
computed distributions and averages for random monodisperse foams are in substantial agree-
ment with the experimental data. Notice that triangular faces are common among the Voronoi

cells but ve~ rare in the relaxed foams. Matzke did not find any triangular faces; nor did he
find a single Kelvin cell, although others have. We found a few Kelvin cells among our random
structures but they were very rare, which is not surprising since pentagonal faces are so com-
mon. Figure 2 also contains results based on the relatively loose sphere packings produced with
the random sequential adsorption (RSA) algorithm.

Random polydisperse foams have also been simulated. They contain a broader distribution
of n-faced polyhedra than monodisperse foams: smaller cells tend to have fewer faces and vice
versa. But surprisingly, the distribution of p-sided faces is very similar to the monodisperse
case even when the individual cell volumes vary by over a factor often.

In nature and industry, liquid foams undergo phase changes to produce solid foams so the
cell-level structure of the former heavily influences the latter. The primary microstructural
feature found in low-density open-cell foams, such as flexible polyurethane, is the network of
slender struts that usually meet at four-way joints. The random soap froth in Fig. 2 has been used
as a template to produce the corresponding model of an open-cell foam. Finite element models
are developed by using beam elements to discretize the microstructure. The undeformed struts
are assumed to have uniform cross section and a straight axis, but these approximations can be
relaxed. Beam elements are fine for modeling the long and slender struts in low-density foams
but continuum elements are required to capture the finite geometry of dense foams.
that are described in the next two sections provide the full 3D geometry of foams.

*+

Figure 3: Wet Kelvin foam with #=0.01, Plateau Border segments: @=O.01,

Calculations

0.001.

3 Wet foams
The Surface Evolver was used to calculate the geometry of the wet Kelvin foam shown in
Fig. 3, The Plateau border interfaces have tension T and the dry films (with zero thickness)
have tension 277 from two interfaces. The bubble and the Plateau border have volume (l-
q5)V and q5V, respectively, where #is the liquid volume fraction. The figure also contains an
isolated segment of ~Plateau border, which clearly indicates that the border is relatively thick
when q$=O.01 and that the volume of liquid is significant in the ‘node’ that forms at the junction
of Plateau borders. When #<<1 the borders can be considered long and slender and the volume
of the node can be neglected; however, ~=0.01 is not small enough to give accurate results.
Accurate calculations of the Plateau border geometry in foams that contain several cells are
computationally intensive and have not been pursued.
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Figure 4: Foam expansion at Ca=l: @9=0.5, 0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,0.95.

Figure 5: Final foam structure at #9=0.95: Ca=O.01, 0.10,1.00.

4 Foam expansion
The Evolver calculations of wet foam structure describe the struts in a solid foam when that
structure is set under conditions of static equilibrium. But this is rarely the case when bubbles
grow in viscous melts as they solidify.

Martinez & Kraynik [14] used a boundary integral method to study the effect of viscous
forces on foam expansion from dilute gas bubbles to highly crowded cells. The initial structure
consists of circular bubbles on a hexagonal lattice suspended in a viscous fluid. Starting from a
typical gas fraction of 19=1 –4=0.2, the foam undergoes uniform expansion at constant volu-
metric expansion rate A. The only parameters for low Reynolds number flow are @~and a cap-

1’2A/T where p is liquid viscosity and V*is bubble volume.illary number defined as Ca=pVb

When Ca <<1, surface tension dominates and the bubbles expand as circles until they nearly
touch at 49 x 0.9069. The results for C’a=l are quite different (see Fig. 4). When d9=0.6 the
bubbles exhibit slight deviations from circular shape and begin to develop ‘flat spots’ between

neighbors. By #~=0.8 honeycomb microstructure has emerged; most of the liquid is found in
thick films and the Plateau borders are highly curved. The hexagonal microstructure contin-
ues to evolve as 49 + 1. The cells can never be circular when @g> 0.9069, but they can be
highly distorted for smaller +~ when viscous forces are large. Figure 5 shows the effect of Ca
on liquid distribution between the films and Plateau borders when 4$9=0.95. The film thickness
increases with C’a and asymptotically approaches a maximum value that corresponds to regular
hexagonal bubbles. Santos [15] used a finite difference method with overlapping grids to study
this problem and found similar behavior.
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A simple shell model for foam expansion is based on a circular bubble expanding in a ring
of viscous fluid. The effective foam pressure pf is given by

1–$9*
‘pf ’–(pb–;)+/— —

4,
(1)

where pb is the internal gas pressure and R is the bubble radius. The coefficient of A is the

expansion viscosity ~f of the foam. Even though the shell model clearly cannot capture the
evolving bubble shape when Ca and ~~ are large, Eq. 1 does provide an excellent estimate of
the expansion viscosity when C’a is 0(1).

It would be very difficult to form an open-cell foam if the process remained in the large
capillary number regime up until the foam solidified. Simulations that combine simultaneous
foam expansion and shear would shed light on processing flows such as thermoplastic foam
extrusion. Commercial scale production of flexible slabstock polyurethane foam involves ex-
pansion of a thick layer of well-mixed prepolymers that have been deposited on a moving belt.
Simultaneous foam expansion and extension cause anisotropic cells that are oriented along the
‘rise’ direction.

Pozrikides & coworkers [16] and Loewenberg et al. [17] are developing boundary integral
capabilities that enable simulations involving hundreds of bubbles or drops in 2D and a few

dozen in 3D. Research on adaptive mesh refinement algorithms also shows great promise. This
methodology is necessary to deal with highly curved interracial regions and thin film formation,
both of which occur in highly expanded foam flows.

The natural starting point for a 3D analysis involves uniform expansion with spherical bub-
bles on a BCC lattice. Choosing an FCC lattice would of course permit tighter packing of
spherical bubbles but also lead to instabilities involving eight-way nodes when 49 approaches
unity. This would complicate attempts to study other phenomena that control the commercially
important low-density regime. These include scalar transport of heat and mass, chemical reac-
tion, and theological complexity of the bulk fluid and the interface.

Questions of stability aside, spherical bubbles on a BCC lattice make first contact with
eight nearest neighbors and form the precursors of hexagonal faces on a Kelvin cell when
@9=zti/8=0.680. Under static conditions, which fall in the domain of the Surface Evolver,
six next nearest neighbors make contact when ~~ % 0.89; this completes the fourteen faces of
Kelvin’s cell. The stable equilibrium structures beyond this point have been calculated.

Neglecting fluid inertia, the important parameters in the viscous free-surface flow problem
include: the volume fraction ~~, A the ratio of gas viscosity to liquid viscosity, and the capillary

113A/T. Many qualitative features of the flow can be anticipated from the 2Dnumber Ca=PVb
analysis. A shell model may provide a good estimate of the foam expansion viscosity when Ca
is large. Hydrodynamic interactions between neighbors will cause bubble distortion when #9 is
just below 0.680, and large C’a will promote the formation of thick liquid films.

Loewenberg et al. [17] have made substantial progress on this problem by using the bound-
ary integral method to solve the Stokes equations. Thus far, they have only considered the case
A=l because the numerical implementation is simpler. Results of their simulations for Ca=O.5
are contained in Fig. 6, which illustrates the evolution of bubble shape from spheres to Kelvin
cells.
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Figure 6: Uniform expansion of bubbles on a BCC lattice evolving into Kelvin cells; Ca=O.5,
#g= 0.80,0.90,0.95.0.98 (Loewenberg et al., 1999). “

Once the foam expansion has stopped, the bubble shape will continue to relax toward equi-
librium. This process is illustrated in Fig. 7. The foam expands until #~=0.9 and then the
bubble shape relaxes for twenty time units. The bottom row contains two views of the equilib-
rium structure calculated with the Surface Evolver; the”shape of a representative liquid region
is also portrayed.

.

Figure 7: Bubble shape for #9=0.90: when expansion at C’U=O.5 terminates and after 20 time
units. The bottom row contains two views of the equilibrium structure.
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5 Simple shearing flow
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We now consider simple shearing flow of a dry soap froth under quasistatic conditions. Re-
gardless of whether the foam is 2D or 3D, ordered or random, the microrheological response
exhibits several universal features. The stress-strain curves are piecewise continuous, which
corresponds to elastic-plastic behavior. Each branch of the curve represents large-deformation
elastic response of a foam with fixed topology, i.e., the behavior is reversible and cell neighbors
do not change. Each branch terminates when the foa?m structure violates Plateau’s laws. Sta-

bility is restored by a cascade of local topology changes called Tls that result in a stable foam
structure with different cell neighbors. The jumps in stress and structure are not reversible.

Figure 8: Simple shearing flow of a Weaire-Phelan foam and random foam with 72 cells.

Figure 8 contains typical stress-strain curves for the Weaire-Phelan foam and a random
monodisperse foam with 72 cells. The detailed microrheological response depends strongly on
the complexity of the foam structure. The stress-strain fluctuations are large for the Weaire-
Phelan foam, which is still a relatively small system with only eight cells. The most elementary
local T1 involves five cells; and a particular cell can be altered several times during a T1 cascade
[18]. Consequently, the disturbance to the foam structure and the corresponding jumps in stress
and energy are substantial. Some of the polyhedra in the larger random foam have short edges
that go to zero length at small strains. This reduces the elastic limit and leads to strain-hardening
elastic-plastic behavior. The random foam structure is sufficiently complex to reduce stress-
strain fluctuations and prevent negative shear stress at large strains. These promising trends
also occur in 2D [7] and are expected in real foam flows.

Gopal & Durian [19] have used a multiple-light scattering technique called diffusing-wave
spectroscopy (DWS) to study nonlinear bubble dynamics during foam flow. They observe local-
ized stick-slip like rearrangement of bubbles that undoubtedly refers to T 1 cascades. Simulation
of large random foams will eventually provide connections with the DWS experiments.

6 Concluding remarks “
Magnetic resonance imaging and micro-X-Ray CT are being used to analyze the cell-level struc-
ture of polyurethane foam [20]. These data can be compared with simulations of foam structure.
Beyond Surface Evolver results for static foams, fluid mechanics calculations of structure evo-
lution in process-related flows promise much-needed information. Combine all of this with
finite element models for the mechanics of cellular solids and a comprehensive package begins
to emerge. Micromechanics provides a strong theoretical foundation for developing structure-
property-processing relationships for foams.
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